CANDIDATE
SUCCESS STORY
MY BACKGROUND
This was my second time working with Optimum Talent for Search. I have a
background in non-profit management and service design and worked for an
organization that leads community planning to reduce homelessness. Before
that, I was involved in mental health care, which is my passion, and a sector I
had hoped to one day work in again in a leadership role. During the
beginning of the pandemic, there was a lot of turnover in executive roles in
the non-profit sector. That’s when I decided to apply to relevant opportunities
posted by Optimum Talent. In my first experience working with Optimum Talent,
I saw an executive opportunity that I was interested in and they were
conducting the search. I worked with the Search team throughout the
screening and interview process, but it wasn’t the best fit and I was not the
successful candidate. The search manager I had worked with that initial
attempt knew my passion for mental health and my career goals and
supported me when I put my hat in the ring for my current job.

MY EXPERIENCE
With my previous experience working with Optimum Talent, I was aware of the
entire search process, which helped increase my confidence and interview
preparation. My search manager coached me as we worked together on my
interview skills, communicating my passions and goals for strategic growth, and
understanding areas for improvement.

MY OUTCOME
With the help of Optimum Talent, I landed my dream role as Executive Director
at the Canadian Mental Health Association – Edmonton Region. I have been
working in my current role since January 2021. Doors open, but it doesn’t
always mean that it is the right one. I believe you have to be prepared to take
opportunities when they arise because you never know when they will happen
and what you’ll learn from them, success or failure. Sometimes you just have to
take those plunges because in the end, it all sets you up for something better.
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